EPISTEMIC COMMUNITIES AT THE
BOUNDARIES OF LAW

“As richly described in the various chapters of this book, we see that clinics can act as a window to the
functioning of law and the legal system.
Clinics allow students and faculty to see how laws and the legal system are functioning for groups of people
who otherwise likely would not be a part of the common experience of professors and their students: poor
people generally, migrants and refugees, women and children exploited by trafficking, people with
disabilities, ethnic minorities, prisoners, and so on. Legal systems the world over tend to give less care and
attention to the problems of the poor and other disempowered groups, and such people usually lack access
to well-educated legal advocates to help them fight to make the legal system work for them. Through clinic
cases, students and faculty see the day-today lives of people marginalized by the society, see how the law
affects and influences their lives, and see how it serves or fails to serve them. For law professors involved in
clinical education, such as the authors of this book, heightened awareness of the law’s operation for poor
people adds another important perspective to the subjects of their research and work as commentators on
the law. Students can also be inspired to select topics for research papers, master or PhD theses by
exposure to problems in the law and legal system as it functions for their clients.” (Dall’introduzione)
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